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THE ONULP BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL SYSTEM
An Evaluation
Ritvars Bregzis
The Ontario New Universities Library Project
The Ontario New Universities Library Project (ONULP) was
established in October 1963 to compile basic college library collec-
tions for five new academic institutions in the Province of Ontario.
The Project, which terminates in June 1967, is scheduled to select,
acquire, and process approximately 17,500 titles consisting of 30,000
volumes of in print materials for each of the five institutions: Scar-
borough College, Erindale College (both are new liberal arts colleges
of the University of Toronto) , Brock University, Guelph University,
and Trent University. The progress of the selection and acquisition
program to date indicates that the total number of titles acquired by
the target date will be approximately 25,000, and each institution
will receive approximately 40,000 volumes.
The Project, which is administered by the University of
Toronto Library, is also responsible for providing the participating
institutions with a functioning bibliographic record covering the
materials processed by the Project. The University of Toronto
Library's experience with the maintenance of subsidiary catalogs
located outside of the Central Library was sufficiently persuasive
to indicate that the maintenance of card form catalogs in five dif-
ferent locations would not be successful. Further complications
were to be expected because of additional materials to be acquired
by the individual institutions themselves: out of print materials,
serials, and materials in subject areas which do not fall within the
immediately planned acquisition by the Project. Records of these
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materials had to be compatible with those of the materials received
from the Project. At this point automated compilation of catalogs in
book form appeared to be a suitable method.
Moreover, automation appeared to offer a potential for other
library functions in the two new colleges at Scarborough and Erindale.
This coincided with a vital interest in automated library operations
in the Central Library system of the University of Toronto for which
a large building program, involving the division of the central collec-
tion and a corresponding rearrangement of its bibliographic records,
is being planned. In this complex picture, the ONULP presented an
opportunity to explore the suitability of automated bibliographic con-
trol for some vital library operations.
The design of the ONULP bibliographic control system there-
fore evolved into a project of more general scope than just the com-
pilation of catalogs for five almost identical collections of 25,000
titles each. Three basic requirements emerged clearly: compatibility
with similar work in other institutions, flexibility in accommodating
the entire spectrum of bibliographic data, and exactitude in the
identification of all significant data elements. Within the limitations
of reasonable economy as well as the principal objectives of the
Project, its participants, and the University of Toronto Library, the
ONULP system attempts to meet these three basic requirements.
II
The Structure of the Master Record
The ONULP bibliographic control system is based on a Master
Record which contains bibliographic data in a systematically or-
ganized format. Since all important categories and elements of
bibliographic data in the Master Record are independently and directly
addressable, the entire information in the Master Record constitutes
a store of building blocks which can be arranged in any desired
combination and pattern thus facilitating a number of bibliographic
services: shelf list records, catalogs of various formats and scope,
specialized reading lists, records required for circulation control,
bibliographic information service to the teaching staff, a variety of
statistical data, and so on.
The Master Record consists of a Title Record tape file which
contains complete bibliographic information about the individual
titles recorded, the Name Authority tape file which contains all
names used as entries in the Title Record having alternative forms,
and the Subject Authority tape file which contains all subject terms
used in the Title Record along with the required references to these
terms.
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The Title Record is organized into bibliographic data cata-
gories, and these are further sub-organized into data elements where
applicable (see Appendix I) . Most of the bibliographic data categories
and elements are of variable length. The total length of the entire
title record has a maximum of 1500 characters. There are no re-
strictions on the length of the individual data categories, as long as
the total length of all used categories combined does not exceed 1500
characters. For example, the category "title" can be of any length,
provided that its length together with the sum of all remaining used
categories does not exceed 1500 characters. In practice this 1500
character limitation can affect only records of titles which are longer
than four full catalog cards. The statistical incidence of such record
length is practically negligible.
The Name Authority and the Subject Authority files are similarly
structured. The authorized form of the name or the subject con-
stitutes a category and so does the group of alternative forms of the
name or subject. The linkage ("see" or "see also" reference) is in-
dicated in the coding of the alternative term. The maximum length
of each name or subject record is 1700 characters. Within this max-
imum length of the record each of the individual categories (autho-
rized term or reference term) can be up to 600 characters long.
For the compilation of the Master Record a specially designed
data sheet is used which reflects in its design the structure of the
Master Record as well as a close likeness to the accustomed bibli-
ographic forms. For each line of the data sheet, one Hollerith card
is keypunched (see Appendix II) . All data are entered in the Master
Record in the form of character codes designed to provide output in
upper and lower case characters modified by diacritical marks where
required (see Appendix III) . For this purpose an IBM 026 keypunch
with a modified A- 2 keyboard is used. All keypunched information
is periodically converted to magnetic tape on an 8 K IBM 1401 which
has been modified to accept and handle the array of 100 characters.
The organization and maintenance of the Master Record tape
file is performed on an IBM 7094 model II. The bibliographical data
are stored on the Master Record tape in call number sequence. All
uses of this bibliographic information derive from the Master Record
which stores data in a format that is largely compatible with any
other structurally systematic format of bibliographic data identifying
all significant data components with a sufficient degree of flexibility.
Fundamental to the compatibility of the data format of the ONULP
Master Record system is the concept of individually addressable units
of bibliographic information which are systematically controlled and
are independent of conventional bibliographic (i.e., catalog) require-
ments. The latter can be derived from a standard system; a stan-
dard system cannot be derived from a specifically oriented fusion of
bibliographic information units. The principal function of the Master
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Record is not to store catalog data; its function has a far wider scope.
The Master Record stores bibliographic data for any bibliographic
requirement, catalog production being just one of them. For this
reason the Master Record contains more data than necessary for the
compilation of catalogs.
Ill
The Catalog Compilation System
The catalog compilation system produces one of several im-
portant services which can be derived from the Master Record of
bibliographic data. This system compiles three forms of catalogs:
a classified list of all bibliographic units (titles) which is produced
in card form to serve as the official shelf list; and author-title
catalog which includes titles of bibliographic units and names re-
sponsible for the contents of these bibliographic units; and a subject
catalog which includes all topical and name subjects that constitute
the subject matter of the bibliographic units.
In its first major operation the system selects from the Master
Record data necessary for the compilation of the required catalogs
and creates three data files: the shelf list record file, author-title
catalog file, and subject catalog file. Data in each of these three files
are formatted to meet the requirements of shelf list records, author-
title entry records, or subject entry records (see Appendix IV) .
Author-title and Subject files then are sorted in alphabetical sequence
on the first fifty characters of the entry within each entry record.*
This operation concludes the compilation of the catalogs containing
all primary approaches (entries) and those secondary approaches
which have been generated from the data contained in each title rec-
ord. However, alternative approaches (references) still remain to
be included in the catalog files. For this purpose, during the second
major operation of the system the title record tape is matched against
the required authority tape, and references to all entries or terms
found on both tapes are selected and added to the title record tape
(see Appendix V) . Another sorting operation, this time conducted on
a computer compiled sort field, interfiles all references in their
alphabetical positions and completes the detailed alphabetical sub-
arrangement of all entry records.
*"Entry" refers only to the name (personal or corporate) , title,
or subject term under which a work is entered. "Entry record" refers
to the whole record of a work displayed in a catalog.
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In the design of the ONULP system filing arrangement, em-
phasis was placed on the development of a formula that would accom-
modate filing without manual aid which otherwise would have to be
provided in the form of specific instructions at the input stage. It is
believed that in the file arrangement the principally determining
factors are those which derive from the relative relationships be-
tween entry records rather than from the characteristics inherent
in the entry record. It is also accepted that it is unnecessary to
simulate all exceptional sequence patterns employed in manually
maintained files since many of these exceptional sequence patterns
have been established to overcome difficulties which are not present
in a mechanical file arrangement.
Since the objective of the ONULP filing arrangement is to seek
a filing pattern that would facilitate finding bibliographic data in a
book form catalog, it is expected that subsequent adjustments of the
initially designed pattern will have to be made based on practical
observations of the inadequacies of the initial filing pattern. In de-
signing the ONULP filing system, economy of operation was one of
the factors considered important. The time required for the alpha-
betic sort procedures of the ONULP program now constitutes approx-
imately 15 per cent of the total IBM 7094 computer time which is
required for the compilation of the entire catalog from a relatively
short master file. It was felt that the accommodation of filing pro-
cedures to serve conventional convenience rather than the essential
requirements would not represent an economic use of computer time.
Moreover, it was difficult to accommodate all important requirements
with the same degree of convenience. Thus, for example, it was ac-
cepted that initially it is more important to organize the units of
corporate entry systematically than to arrange names and titles
beginning with these names in the customary accepted order. It is
evident that the initially established filing arrangement will have to
be refined, and that experience will have to indicate the direction
and the priority of the required improvements.
The fourth and final processing operation is the construction
of the catalog page format (see Appendix VI) . During this operation,
the information that constitutes the entry records is set up in line
format as required for the specified column width. In addition, the
total page format is calculated, and the listing tape is arranged
sequentially across the entire width of the page so that the n-th line
in the first column on the page is followed by the n-th line of the
second column which in turn is followed by the n-th line of the third
column. These three lines from three different entry records across
the page constitute a print line which then can be reproduced on the
IBM 1403 model II printer.
The listing of the output tape in page format concludes the
catalog page compilation process. The individual pages are printed
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on 15" X 22" plain white tabulating paper and are photographically
reduced to 60 per cent of their original size. Offset master is used
for the reproduction of the required number of copies.
IV
Cost Analysis
One of the principles underlying the development of the ONULP
bibliographic control system is that immediate economic considera-
tions are subordinated to the objectives of the system. The ONULP
system is a practical research project, and its research objective is
to develop a bibliographic control system that can meet the entire
range of bibliographic requirements, from catalog production to co-
ordinated bibliographic data exchange. It is believed that only after
these objectives have been attained is a search for the most economic
method of attaining these objectives really possible.
Functionally and economically the ONULP processing work con-
sists of three major operations: cataloging, data processing, and
physical preparation of the processed materials. Since the process
of cataloging evaluation of bibliographic information and arriving
at cataloging decisions is beyond the present range of automated
information processing methods, this work is performed by conven-
tional methods. Verification of the required bibliographic data or of
the physical units on hand (searching) , and the interpretation of this
bibliographic information (cataloging) constitutes 32 per cent of the
total staff salary cost of the Project. (Here it must be added that
only a small part of all materials requires original cataloging; most
of the materials acquired for the Project are found cataloged and
recorded in the University of Toronto Library's Official Catalogue)
Physical preparation of the processed materials takes 16 per cent
while data processing operations account for 46.5 per cent of the total
cost of the Project.
This cost analysis is concerned only with the data processing
operations. Under the Project conditions bibliographic searching,
cataloging, and physical preparation are practically unaffected by the
automated bibliographic control system as compared with conventional
catalog compilation methods. This distinction permits comparison of
the economy of the automated catalog compilation system with that of
the manual compilation of customary card catalogs. Both methods
cover the production of the catalog from the point where the evaluated
bibliographic information leaves the cataloger to the display of this
information for public use (see Appendix VII) .
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The cost of the computer compiled catalog in 150 copies is
more than double that of the manually compiled card catalog in one
copy. It is interesting to note that in the present ONULP work ar-
rangement the largest single factor under both methods is the staff
salary account, 58 per cent and 65.6 per cent respectively. Under
normal operating conditions, the data sheet being filled in by the
cataloger and the data processing operation being carried out with
substantially reduced professional supervision, the staff salary ex-
penditure would be reduced by approximately 50 per cent. The actual
staff time value, nevertheless, would not fall below the staff time
value required for customary catalog compilation methods. It is
interesting to note that reduction of staff participation is not indicated
in a conversion from manual to automated methods.
The other major expenditure account covers rental of data
processing machinery. This is a cost factor which is unique with the
automated method. It is difficult to measure the relation of the value
of this account to the staff salary expenditure since computer rental
costs vary very greatly depending on the institution and the status of
the work. However, the cost of this account is substantially lower
than the cost of staff time.
The third major expenditure account is for reproductive print-
ing. This cost is four times higher for the book form catalog than
for unit cards. It should be noted that this comparison is made on a
first-year basis. The reproductive printing cost of the book form
catalog would progressively increase from year to year.
The principal economy of the automated book form catalog ap-
pears to be in the available multiplicity of copies of the catalog.
Since the compilation of the required information for the catalog rep-
resents a fixed cost not dependent on the number of copies produced,
and since the reproduction of the first copy takes approximately
65-90 per cent of the total cost of the reproductive printing depending
on the number of copies printed, it appears that the book form cata-
log becomes an economically attractive method if distribution in
large numbers is required.
On a one- copy basis the automated ONULP catalog costs twice
the amount of an equivalent customary card catalog. However, since
at least six copies of the catalog are required for the five participants
and the Project, a minimum 250 per cent economy has been obtained.
In fact, the present distribution of the catalog is twenty copies for
each institution, and there is indication that more copies will be re-
quired. Along with this wide distribution of the bibliographic in-





The most significant conclusion which can be drawn from the
experience of the design, programming, and initial operation of the
ONULP bibliographic data control system is that it is the structure of
the data format in the Master Record which has permitted^ a variety
of gradually emerging output requirements to be implemented without
any modification of the originally established data format. The unit
concept of categories and elements of the individual bibliographic
record permits an unlimited variety of combinations of these cate-
gories and elements to be exploited for programmed construction
of data patterns.
This flexibility appears particularly important in view of the
future objectives of bibliographic data processing. The present ex-
perience with the ONULP system indicates possibilities in developing
automated bibliographic data transmission for various forms of
bibliographic co-operation. Centralized or co-operative catalog in-
formation exchange and accessibility of union records on a regional
or wider basis are the most obvious immediate benefits. Preliminary
calculations indicate that such services would be relatively economi-
cal in terms of their attainment.
Bibliographic data transmission and co-ordinated utilization,
however, would require a compatible data format which would be
sufficiently standardized to ensure a certain minimum of scope, def-
inition, and level of detail of bibliographic data to every participant.
Although the ONULP data format is designed with these objectives
in mind, it is not set up to meet such requirements with its present
degree of specificity. Since the ONULP system is a research project
as well as a practical application of limited objectives, the ONULP
data format incorporates only the amount of detail which was found
necessary to test the principle of compatible data format and to meet
the limited requirements of the Project. Experience with the ONULP
system is already being used in the development of a more specific
system for the University of Toronto Library with a view to regional
bibliographic control requirements.
The ONULP system has been rich in lessons pertaining to in-
formation systems development. This work has involved members of
the University of Toronto Library staff as well as members of the
University's Institute of Computer Science, which has been the prin-
cipal advisor, and staff members of the IBM Toronto division which
carried out the practical machine system design.
Regular design meetings were held in which four regular mem-
bers participated: the information retrieval specialist of the Institute
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of Computer Science, the IBM systems engineer, the head of the
ONULP processing division, and the Assistant Librarian (Technical
Services) of the University of Toronto Library. Many aspects of the
design bearing relationship to the uses of the products of the planned
system, or which were recognized to be of potential interest to the
University of Toronto Library, were referred to the Chief Librarian
and to the Senior Staff of the University Library representing the
interests of the participants of ONULP. In addition, individual staff
members of the University Library were consulted as required and
several surveys conducted by members of the Catalogue Department
staff. In retrospect, it can be observed that an approximate total of
225 man-hours was invested by two librarians and two IBM staff
members in the design meetings alone; and that it would have been
desirable, if time had permitted, to enlarge the participation of the
library staff.
The principal observation to be made pertaining to the design
of the operational system is that the implementation of the system
was several times more complex than originally estimated. There
were two reasons for this severe underestimation of the task: lack
of any significant experience with complex conceptual data process-
ing on the part of the machine system designers, combined with lack
of accurate and detailed knowledge of the theory and the precise
structure and functions of the elements of bibliographic data on the
part of the library personnel. The various theoretical and practical
problems which arose during the design stage of the ONULP system
point out most dramatically how little the bibliographic information
profession (i.e., librarians) knows about the information in its
custody! Extensive, most important, and urgent research and edu-
cational work is required if our profession is expected to take sig-
nificant advantage of the presently available tremendous power of
information processing devices.
The programming phase of the system emphasized this problem
in detail and most convincingly. Again and again it appeared that the
specificity and logic of the external (not to mention the internal) or-
ganization of bibliographic data carefully described by the librarian
stops very much short of the level of specificity of the structural
detail of bibliographic elements required in the programming of the
system. Some of this lack of communication facility between the
librarian and the programmer is due to a tendency to take the obvious
for granted. The explicit absence or the manifest generality of in-
formation causes the programmer to ask the librarian for more
information or for more detailed information. The "obviously" im-
plied information, however, creates results which frequently require
considerable time and ingenuity to diagnose and correct.
A rather simple but significant example can be noted in pro-
gramming the disregarding of the initial article in filing title entries
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which are automatically generated by the computer program. The
programmer was given an explanation of the structure of the entry
system and a review of the various forms the title entry may take.
As it turned out, this review was not detailed enough. In terms of
the system, apart from the title main entry, the title added entry, and
series title added entry, there may also be an alternative or con-
structed title added entry, analytical title main entry and analytical
title added entry. It took some time to discover that in the printed
catalog those title added entries, for which the initial article had not
been disregarded in filing, were actually alternative title added en-
tries. For the librarian, it had been "understood and obvious." The
programmer, however, naturally took the instructions literally.
This raises the question of whether for certain kinds of pro-
gramming the programmer does not have to be a librarian. I believe
not, because fundamentally the problem is not one of communication
between the librarian and the programmer. It is the lack of knowledge
of the systematic and specific organization of information and the
lack of a logical and standardized form for recording of this in-
formation available to the librarian. In the cited case, a librarian
programmer would not have fared much better because he himself
likely would not have been able to analyze and express in logical
and sufficiently detailed form the "obvious" differentiation between
the various types of title added entries. Numerous similar incidents
bear out the need for much more exact, accurate, and specific def-
inition of the bibliographic problem rather than increased involvement
by the librarian in the actual preparation of the detailed working
drawings of the information processing work at which the draftsman
will be always more efficient than the architect.
The ONULP program is written in Cobol for the IBM 7094
computer, the programming work having been done on contract by
the IBM Toronto Data Centre. The choice of the programming lan-
guage represents a compromise between the resulting processing
time and cost on one hand and the ease of writing, change, and adap-
tation of the program on the other. For processing economy con-
siderations, the choice should have been a lower order language
requiring a minimum of compiler instructions for translating it into
machine code language. Cobol was selected for three principal
considerations.
First, the consideration of convertibility of the program for
use on other computers was an important one. The Project involved
compiling bibliographic data and catalogs for five individual insti-
tutions some of which have already expressed interest in continuing
and developing further the automated method of bibliographic control.
It could not be expected that all of these institutions would have
access to the computer configuration employed for the ONULP sys-
tem. With a non-compatible language, practically the whole pro-
gramming effort would have to be repeated by each of the interested
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institutions. It is estimated that conversion of the present ONULP
Cobol program would require only a fraction of the total programming
effort in order to convert it for use on similar installations. Thus it
is estimated that the conversion to IBM 7040 would require only ap-
proximately 15 per cent of the programming effort that was required
to write the program of the ONULP system.
Convenience and ease of programming was another considera-
tion. It was expected that numerous subsequent modifications in detail
of the ONULP system would be required, and that these would have to
be implemented by programmers on the library staff, perhaps with
limited technical background and experience in complex machine-
oriented methods. A high order language with maximum similarity
to customary forms of expression was therefore considered a valid
choice for the benefit of both the ONULP and the participating insti-
tions individually.
The third consideration behind the choice of Cobol was an early
observation that the nature of bibliographic information combined with
the requirements of the design of the ONULP system resulted in a
degree of complexity of information structure which would require
an extreme analytical consistency from the programmer if a lower
order language would be chosen. Thus it appeared that, for instance,
Fortran would be impractical.
The very specific and demanding nature of bibliographic data
soon revealed the unexpected complexity of the programming and
machine processing time requirements. The ONULP Cobol program
is lengthy in terms of processing time. Masses of machine instruc-
tions have to be generated for the already copious Cobol instructions
that constitute the program. This characterizes Cobol in general.
In addition, the application of Cobol to bibliographic data (i.e., con-
ceptual or word information as compared to conventional business
information) showed a decrease of the actual IBM 7094 processing
rate below the speed of tape moment. Since the initial calculations
had been based on tape speed which normally is the limiting speed
factor for IBM 7094 operation, the ONULP processing time was found
to be considerably higher than estimated. The IBM 7094 processing
power is really put to use by the ONULP system. The severity of the
test was also indicated by the fact that during the one year of pro-
gramming work, several Cobol compiler errors were detected.
A good part of the processing complexity is accountable to the
programming language. However, a considerable factor is the mas-
siveness of bibliographic data and the character-by-character mode of
operation upon this mass of data under very complex patterns of data
transformation. Present experience appears to indicate that process-
ing information in word form poses problems to the machinery and to
the methods of automated data processing which until recently were
developed primarily for quantitative data processing. The promise
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of the latent potential of information processing methods requires
the testing of these methods under the full load of automated informa-
tion transformation and communication requirements. The ONULP
system has attempted to face this problem squarely without com-
promise. With the question and answer console as the next immediate
step in automated bibliographic control, it is obvious that the pro-
cessor and the processing methods will be required to handle the full
complexity of bibliographic data without any appreciable human as-
sistance. It is possible that computers employing associative mem-
ories controlled by list processing techniques can offer some solutions
to the time economy problem which is so significantly underscored
by the ONULP Cobol programme. The digital memory techniques
seem to indicate a dilemma between the processing time economy
and the human oriented form of communication.
The operation of the bibliographic data processing system in
place of the conventional card catalogue production system has been
successful. The preparation of information for keypunching the input
record is simple, and only a few days are required to acquaint the
catalogers and other staff with the method of recording information
on the data sheet. The data lay-out on the keypunched Hollerith card
is equally explicit, permitting relatively easy sight verification of the
keypunched information. Sight verification, however, is a tedious
process and is due to be replaced by machine verification. The ex-
ceptionally low rate of input errors has been the result of competent
staff and a simple input procedure requiring only a minimum of in-
structions to be remembered or consulted for the preparation of
input.
As most of the ONULP materials are copies of the University
of Toronto Library holdings, very little cataloging is involved, and
data sheets are prepared by library assistants from the Official
Catalogue copy. For processing of materials for a collection that is
currently being cataloged, the data sheet would be prepared by the
cataloger in lieu of his manuscript copy. This would eliminate the
data sheet preparation as a separate step (see Appendix VII) . When
in addition the professional administration of the data processing
operation is reduced to normal operating requirements, the total
salary cost of the preparation of the input record for automated
processing equals approximately the preparation of cards for a card
catalog. The cost of data processing equipment rental and repro-
ductive printing is approximately equivalent to that of data processing
staff time cost, and it is over and above the direct cost of the card
catalog. However, the total cost appears modest when viewed in
terms of multiple book form catalogs.
A few profitable observations can be made about the format
and serviceability of the computer-printed book form catalog. The
availability of upper and lower case characters and most of the
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diacritical marks necessary for the display of bibliographic informa-
tion in most languages which can be expressed in Latin characters
contributes substantially to the accuracy, necessary differentiation,
and style of bibliographic information display. However, it is realized
that the 120 character print chain which produces this result is only
a temporary compromise between what is presently available and
what is necessary. Apart from at least three type fonts for the Latin
alphabet, the research library uses require also the Cyrillic, Arabic,
and Greek alphabets which can be used intermixed with Latin alphabet
text. Particularly essential is the Cyrillic alphabet since every 15th
to 20th new title acquired by large research institutions is in a lan-
guage using the Cyrillic alphabet.
The readability of the page in the book catalog also depends
largely on the added emphasis that is attached to selected informa-
tion of key importance. Various display techniques can help to en-
hance readability. However, the positioning and grouping techniques
would be helped considerably by additional variation in character size
and density. Additional type fonts are called for. The requirement
for a variety of type fonts and alphabets indicates perhaps that a
technique other than impact printing has to provide the solution.
The problem of the printing method is further complicated by
limitations of printing speed. Six hundred or eleven hundred lines
per minute printing speeds become insufficient for printing the large
quantities of bibliographic data which are required for a catalog of a
medium to large research library where constant cumulation and
reprinting of data becomes a very voluminous chore of the data
processing system. Until the techniques and the required philosophi-
cal and logical bases for bibliographic data processing and trans-
mission are developed to the point where on-line consoles can take
over the major part of the present catalog display functions, printing
of catalogs will remain one of the principal problems.
It should also be remembered that the variety of characters
available for information display has to be paid for by a sacrifice of
printing speed. The 120 character chain has only two sets of 100
characters instead of the customary five sets of 48 characters on the
standard chain. t
tThere are 120 character positions on the chain, but only 100
positions are used for the following groups of characters: 26 alpha-
betical characters in lower case, 26 alphabetical characters in upper
case, 10 numerical characters, and 38 special characters. The cost
of this print chain to the University of Toronto Library was $2,007.
The modifications of the IBM 1401 necessary to accommodate this
chain cost $2,832 in additional rental annually. Other minor modifica-
tions were required for the IBM 026 in order to facilitate the prep-
aration of input suitable for the printing with the 120 character chain.
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Since the rotation speed of the chain cannot be increased, the
printing speed is reduced to two-fifths of the maximum 600 lines per
minute. Diacritical marks are imprinted by overprint while line
space movement is suppressed. The presence of even one diacritical
mark in a print line cuts the printing time therefore for each such
line approximately in half. Depending on the quantity and distribution
of diacritical symbols, the effective printing speed on a 600 lines per
minute printer ranges approximately between 110 and 225 lines per
minute, or 200 to 400 lines per minute on a 110 lines per minute
printer. It is readily seen that it does not require a particularly
large catalog to be periodically cumulated in order to reach a satura-
tion point in printing economy.
The computer produced master page is only the beginning of the
printing process. The offset press takes over the reproduction of
copies. The cumulation of the ONULP author-title and subject cata-
logs during the second year of operation covering 10,000 titles will
amount to a total of 4,400 pages to be printed. For 150 copies of the
catalog, this represents approximately $10,000 offset printing cost.
It has, however, to be borne in mind that the offset printing of the
first copy costs approximately $7,500; the number of copies produced
therefore adds very little to the printing cost, and the catalog dis-
tribution can be liberal.
A thumbnail estimate, however, can readily show that periodic
cumulated reprinting of the entire catalog of a medium size research
library would keep a university press busy almost on an around-the-
year basis. For these cost reasons as well as reasons of cumulation
effect on consultation ease and reasons of up-to-dateness, it ap-
pears that the computer produced book form catalog in itself cannot
be the ideal solution to the bibliographic data display problem in large
research libraries, although on a short term basis and for limited
data quantities, the cumulated book form catalog has many features
to recommend it.
For the medium size and large research library, it appears
that direct access to digitally stored bibliographic data can be eco-
nomically competitive with computer printout catalogs, as well as
giving instantaneous and direct answer to the bibliographic request.
The concept of the library catalogs of the 1970's therefore may well
be a combination of printed catalogs for the consolidated portions of
the collection and keyboard-and-screen terminals capable of display-
ing the bibliographic information entered into the system before this
instant.
The serviceability of the information displayed in the catalog
can be further improved by an optimized page layout, variation in
the degree of density, cumulation pattern, and system of alphabetic
arrangement (filing) . Cumulation pattern and alphabetical arrange-
ment are particularly important. The cumulation pattern chosen for
the ONULP catalog production was determined from the correlation of
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the printing cost and the convenience of consultation of the catalog.
Appendix VIII shows the effect of the various cumulation patterns.
The system of alphabetical arrangement involves the com-
bination of the requirements for convenient consultation of the file
and the economy of the sequencing operation. There appears to be
a choice of three basic systems which can implement the alphabetical
arrangement. In the first place the filing arrangement can be manual-
ly aided by inserting in each bibliographic record symbols which
place this record in a relative position with other records in an
anticipated context. Although the easiest to operate on a limited
scale and accurate in a correctly anticipated context, this method
cannot function effectively in a context which initially cannot be cor-
rectly assessed. Moreover, on a large scale this method tends to
constrict the versatility of the potentially required file arrangements;
it also tends to interfere with retrieval techniques designed to bring
out key words and key phrases from entries and titles.
Another method of file arrangement is to establish an ideal
total file of all potential entries which then can be coded sequentially.
The entries which are to be included in the file are similarly coded
and their relative position established by matching of the two files.
This concept assumes a large enough pattern which would always have
gaps between any two actual entries. Given the ideal pattern and
only records with alphabetic patterns defined at the input stage, such
a system could be a convenient one to operate. However, the practi-
cal limitations are set by the indefinite variety of potential informa-
tion, extremely dense unforseeable clustering of information, and,
most important, by the entry records automatically generated and
therefore lacking any other identification (i.e. a relation code) than
their inherent character value.
The third method is based on an entirely programmed and
manually unaided sequencing by the values inherent in the characters
constituting this information, in combination with the coded charac-
teristics of the fundamental bibliographic unit. For reasons dis-
cussed above the ONULP system chose the third method. The
inadequacies seen in the produced catalogs indicate that subsequent
adjustments will be needed before a general and largely automated
filing method is developed.
One of the most important and potentially far reaching obser-
vations derived from the design and initial operation of the ONULP
system is the inability of the customary bibliographic systems to
provide a sufficiently systematic basis for a significant utilization
of the power of the data processing machinery and techniques. Both
the customary system of entry and, in particularly, the system of
subject terminology cannot facilitate effective retrieval of biblio-
graphic information on the basis of authorship and subject value.
The corporate and other formal entries which the ONULP system
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has accepted with the customary cataloging rules cannot facilitate
approaches to the significant elements embedded in these entries.
Similarly the Library of Congress subject headings which are used
for the organization of the ONULP subject catalog are not suited for an
an analytical or integrated approach to subject information. The ca-
pacity of the data processing system in this case is largely invalidated
by the ineffectiveness of the subject heading system to integrate and
analyze concept terminology automatically. Instead of a powerful
analytical tool, this subject catalog can be only an alphabetically or-
ganized array of fragmented information.
Along with the urgent need for an agreement on a compatible
data format which can facilitate effective communication of biblio-
graphic information, a quest for a theory of systematic organization
of concept terminology is essential if automation of bibliographic
information processing is to yield the tremendous potential of which
it is capable.
In conclusion, it can be noted that the ONULP bibliographic con-
trol system was designed to meet a limited practical requirement
and at the same time to explore problems of more general application.
Many of these problems cannot be answered without a considerable
practical exploration. Several others require fundamental research
in the theoretical bases of bibliographic information. These had to
be compensated by expedients of compromise nature.
The design and implementation of the system was a complex
team work requiring co-operation between librarians and data pro-
cessing experts. Numerous factors have contributed to the success
of this work. However, although the success largely depends on the
characteristics and capacity of the equipment, on tested methods of
information processing, and on the expert judgment and decisions of
systems engineers, the librarian cannot evade the final responsibility.
Like an architect who alone has to know intimately and who can con-
trol the whole range of expert engineering functions and drafting
techniques, the librarian alone is in the position to know what the
general design has to incorporate and what attainment constitutes a
fair price for the engineering of the desired effect. In order to carry
this responsibility, the librarian like the architect has to know in
detail what constitutes good design; he has to know what constitutes
the engineering work and what effect he can expect for a given in-
vestment in methods and materials. And like the architect he does




Data Categories and Elements
The Title Record |
1. Call number of the title. This category is further sub-




d. first Cutter number
e. second Cutter number
f. date.
2. Form of publication.
3. Brief edition statement.
4. Edition code.
5. Number of volumes.
6. Size. This category consists of two elements:
a. height of the book
b. thickness of the book.
7. Origin of the publication. This category is further sub-
divided in four elements:
a. country of origin
b. city of origin
c. language of the publication
d. date of the publication.
8. Any special aspect other than those enumerated.
9. Paging and illustration statement. The two elements of this
category can be separated if desired.
10. Principal author (main entry).
11. Conventional title.
12. Title.
13. Full length edition statement when different from 3, above.
14. Imprint.
15. Series note.
16. Other notes (except Contents).
17. Secondary bibliographic approaches ( Tracings) . This
category is subdivided in five elements as follows:
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a. subject term. This element is further subdivided in the
following forms:
i. name as subject term
ii. topical subject term
iii. descriptor term
b. added entry (other than title and series)
c. title added entry
d. alternative title added entry
e. series added entry
Up to ten approaches of each group can be assigned to one title
record.
18. Contents note. This category can be used in a systematic
organization mode indicating the numbers or volumes of the
contents. If so identified, the individual parts of contents
function as analytical approaches to the larger work.
19. Copy and location. This category consists of two elements:
a. copy number of the title














Catalog Entry Record Formats
JA83. A6 1951
Allen, John Jilliam, 1665-
slxteenth century. London, Methuen
xxii, 527 p.
"The Bibliographical notes, pages
517-523, have been revised and brought
up to date by Mr. J.W. Cough."




BR3C ERIN GLPH SCAR THEM
1. Author-Title Catalog listing
-* main entry record
JL195. C6
The alignment of political groups in
Canada, 1641-1867
Cornell, Paul G.
The alignment of political groups In
Canada, 1841-1867 1962 x, 119 p.
BROC ERIN GLPH SCAR TREN
All : Quint!
jthor
PQSS01. L8 A19 1962
Joaquln, 1873-1944, jt.
Alvarez Qulntero, Serafln, 1871-1933
El ijenio alegre 1962 525 p.
BRDC ERIN GLPH SCAR TREN
PQ1356. A63 1962
Allen, Louis, ed.
Beaumarchals, Pierre Augustln Caron de,
17J2-1799




ser., v. 47, pt. 2
Driver, Harold Edson, 1907-
Indlans 1960 165-456 p.
BROC ERIN GLPH SCAR TREH
title added entry record
name added entry record
(joint author)
name added entry record
(editor)
series added entry record
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Alberta - Politics and government
JL500. A9 17
Irving, Johr Allan, 1903-
Alberta. 1360 i, 369 p.
BRDC ERIN GLPH SCAR TREN
2. Subject Catalog listing
subject entry records
JL500. A3 3 1362
KIV, 258 a.
BRDC ERIN GLPH SCAR TREY
JL500. A3 M36
"il lory, Janes Rutsel 1
in :anada. 1954 xii, 204 a.
BRDC ERIN GLPH SCAR
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Dictionnaire des citations ;
dictionnaire des phrases, vers et mots
celebres employes dans le langage
courant avec precision de 1'origine.
Paris, F. Nathan r !962]
423 p.
Cover title: Dictionnaire des
citations francaises.
SEE NEXT CARD
PM6088. G43 card 2
1. Quotations , French 2. Quotations
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